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1. Introduction. A difference between homotopy theory and isotopy

theory, in some ways the truly basic difference, is that homotopy

theory does not distinguish between the contractible spaces, while

isotopy theory does. Thus the contractible spaces stand out as a

promising starting point for a study of isotopies. Among the con-

tractible spaces, the cones X over finitely triangulable spaces seem to

be the most amenable to investigation. Moreover, additional knowl-

edge of these cones is exactly what is needed to further the study of

isology functors [l].

An important tool used in isotopy theory is the deleted product

functor or residual functor. This is the functor P whose value on a

topological space X is RX = XXX — diagonal; it is extended over the

category of embeddings in the obvious way. This functor has been

studied by Hu [3], [4], Patty [6], [7] and [8], Shapiro [9] and Wu

[lO]. The main theorem of the present paper relates the cohomology

groups of X, RX and RX when X is a finitely triangulable space.

Roughly speaking, the relation is

Hm(RX) = Hm(X) + Hm(X) + Hm+1(RX)

(direct sum). This result holds in all dimensions for most spaces, and

in most dimensions for all spaces. The difficult dimension is the top

one. The recalcitrant spaces include the spheres and certain other

manifolds. For orientable differentiable manifolds the matter may be

settled by examining the Thorn class of the tangent bundle.

The cohomology theory used throughout this paper will be reduced

singular theory with integer coefficients. Since this is the only theory

used, the customary tilde over the H has been omitted.

2. Cohomology decompositions. If A and B are subsets of a space

X and if i a: A—*X and is'. B—>X are the inclusion maps, let

a = a(A, B; m): Hm(X) -* Hm(A) + Hm(B)

he the homomorphism given by the formula

«(«) = (í*a(u), í*b(u)),       u Q Hm(X).
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A space is called m-decomposable if it has proper subsets A, BCX

such that a(A, B; m) has a left inverse. Note that if X is not con-

nected, then it is w-decomposable for all m.

Theorem 2.1. 2/ X is a finitely triangulable n-dimensional space,

then X is m-decompo sable for each m^n.

Proof. The space is trivially «i-decomposable for m>n. Let A he

an «-simplex of X and let B he the complement of the interior of A.

Then AC\B is an (« — l)-sphere, and the two end groups in the follow-

ing segment of the Mayer-Vietoris sequence are trival for m<n — \.

a(A, B;m)
E<»-\A C\B)-+ Hm(X) > Hm(A) + Hm(B) -+ Hm(A H B).

Thus the conclusion holds in this range. When m = n — l, Hm~1(Ar\B)

= 0 and Hm(AC\B) is projective, and once more a(A, B; m) has a

left inverse.

In order for a finitely triangulable «-dimensional space X to fail

to be «-decomposable, each point of X must lie in an «-simplex.

Otherwise, taking A to be the union of the (closed) «-simplexes and

B to be the empty set would cause a(A, B; n) to be an isomorphism.

Furthermore, any two «-simplexes a and r of X can be joined by a

string <7o = er, ai, • • • , ffk = T of «-simplexes such that tr,P\<r,_i is an

(« —l)-simplex for t = l, 2, • • • , A, for otherwise, let A be one string-

component of X and let B he the closure of X—A. Since A(~\B lies

in the (« — 2)-skeleton of X, the Mayer-Vietoris sequence of (X; A, B)

shows a(A, B; n) to be an isomorphism. These remarks show that X

must be a Cantor manifold, for if an (« — 2)-dimensional subset sepa-

rated X, it would have to separate some set of the form (ToUoiU • • •

Wo* where ff0, • • • , <rk is a string of «-simplexes, and this is impos-

sible.

On the other hand, some Cantor manifolds are «-decomposable.

An «-cell is «-decomposable because its cohomology vanishes; the

figure eight provides an example with nontrivial cohomology in di-

mension « (« = 1).

No compact, connected «-manifold is «-decomposable, for it has

nontrivial «-dimensional cohomology, while each proper subset has

trivial cohomology in dimension «.

The examples presented so far have X «-decomposable exactly

when Hn(X) fails to be a cyclic group. The following example dis-

pels a possible conjecture. Let X he a space obtained by attaching

two «-cells E and E' to an (« —1) -sphere S by means of maps of de-

grees p and p2, respectively (p any positive integer). Then Hn(X)
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= Z+Zj, (the direct sum of an infinite cyclic group and one of order

p). Let A he a proper subset of X and let xQX—A. The inclusion

map îa may be factored

H"(X) -> H"(X - {x})-+ Hn(A).

We have the following values for H"(X— {x} ), depending upon where

x is located:

(Hn(E'U S) = Zp*    iixQE,

Hn(X -{*}) = \h"(E US) = Zp    if x £ E',

[o if x £ 5.

Thus if A and B are proper subsets, then the image of a(A, B; n) is

finite, and a(A, B; n) can not have a left inverse.

A notion dual to w-decomposability can be defined using homology.

The dual to Theorem 2.1 then holds only for m¿¿n, n — 1. An w-

dimensional triangulable space with two independent «-cycles is w-

decomposable in homology.

3. Cohomology of deleted products of cones.

Theorem 3.1. If X is a finitely triangulable n-dimensional space,

then Hm(RX) is isomorphic to the direct sum

Hm(X) + Hm(X) + Hm+1(RX)

for mj^n, n — 1. If, in addition, X is n-decomposable, then this relation

holds for m — n and n — 1.

The result is stated in terms of singular theory, but since X is

finitely triangulable, RX and RX have the homotopy types of finitely

triangulable spaces, whence the same relation holds for any reduced

integral cohomology theory (in the sense of Eilenberg-Steenrod [2]).

The proof of Theorem 3.1 is preceded by two lemmas.

Let X be given a triangulation which will be held fixed throughout

this section. Let JXQXXX be the space

JX = U{<r X t: a, r are simplexes of X, cC\ r = 0\.

The inclusion map JX-^RX is a homotopy equivalence [3]. Let

1= [O, l] be the unit interval, let 7= {0, 1} be its boundary, and let

<P:X X X X I-*X*X

be a quotient map defining the join X * X of X with itself. We choose

<p to be one-to-one on XXXX(0, 1) and such that
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4>(xi, x2, 0) = 4>(xi, x2, 0),   and

4>(xi, xt, 1) = <f>(x{, x2, 1)

for xi, x{, x2, x2 EX.

Lemma 3.2. The space JX is homeomorphic with <p[JXXl^J XXXXÎ]

cx*x.

Proof. Let 6: XXI-^X be the quotient map sending Zx{l) into

the apex v of the cone X, and let M=<p[jXXl^JXXXXÎ]. Note

that

JX = XX {v} VJ{v} XX

UU{e(tr X I) X rVJ a X 6(rXl):o-r\T=  0}

when we identify X with 6 [XX {0} ]. If <r and r are disjoint simplexes

of X, let far : aXrXl—ïJX be the map defined by

(x,6(x',l-2t)),       0^/gi,C(x, B(x', 1

f'ÁX'X''i)=\(S(x,2t- 1), x'),       hútúl,

when xEa, x'Et, tEI- Observe that/„T is an embedding. It follows

from the definition of JX that the maps/ffT fit together to form a map

f:M->JX.

One routinely verifies that/ is a homeomorphism.

The  subsets Xi=cp[XXXX {o} ]  and  X2=<p[XXXx{i}]  are

homeomorphic to X. Homeomorphisms g¿: Xj—>X are given by the

formulas
gi(<b(x, x', 0)) = x,

g2(<b(x, x', 1)) = x',

for x, x'EX. Let pi, p2: RX—rX be the restrictions to RX of the

projection maps XXX—rX. The symbol i will be used to denote in-

clusion maps; the context will indicate which one. The direct sum

group Hm(X) +Hm(X) is abbreviated to Hm(X)2.

Lemma 3.3. There exist homomorphisms A such that the sequence

ß a A
Hm(RX) -> Hm(X)2 -> Hm(RX) -> Hm+1(RX)

is exact when

ß(u) = ((gí)-1^, (gÍ)-Hu),       u E H^(RX),

a(v, w) = pi*(v) — p*(w),        v,w E Hm(X).

Proof. Let
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Ci= <b[JXX [o,i]uxxxx {o}],

C, = i[;ZX[il]UIXIX{l|],    and

n = 4jxx {$}].

Let A,-: C,—»X he maps defined by

hi(d>(x, x', t)) = x,

hi(<b(x, x', t)) = x',

for x, x'£X, ¿£P Let g(<p(x, x', i)) = (x, x')QRX for (x, x', !)£#.

Note that Ai, A2 are homotopy equivalences and that g is a homeomor-

phism of N onto a deformation retract of RX. The top row of the

diagram below is the Mayer-Vietoris sequence of the triad (M; Ci, G2).

at I a r

-> Hm(M) —> Hm(Ci) + H™(d) ^ Hm(N)  -> Hm+1(M) -» • • •

Î/V ÎAi*+A2* îg* î/*i*
• • • -^ Hm(RX)-> ff*"(Z)2-> Hm(RX) -> Hm+1(RX) -> • • •

/3 a- A

The diagram is commutative, and the vertical homomorphisms are

all isomorphisms.

Proof of Theorem 3.1. The result follows at once from Lemma 3.3

when m>n. Suppose X is m-decomposable, and let A, BQX be

proper subsets such that a(A, B; m) has a left inverse,

To: Hm(A) + Hm(B) -> Hm(X).

Let aQX — A and bQX — B he points, and set

F = (A X {a}) W ({a} X A) \J (B X {b}) W ({b} X B) Q RX.

Suppressing the inclusion maps, we may write

Hm(Y) = Hm(Ax{a]) + Hm({a\xA) + Hm(BX{b\) + Hm({b]xB).

If uQHm(RX) and if i: Y—*RX is the inclusion map, let

i*ií = íiX<i + aXt! + !iiiXÍ + 5X^,

and set

7« = (7o(»i, wi), -toOî, Wi)) £ Hm(X)2.

Then ya is the identity on Hm(X)2.

Thus if X is wz- and (wz-r-l)-decomposable, the sequence of Lemma

3.3 splits, and we have

Hm(RX) = Hm(X)2 + Hm+1(RX).
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From Theorem 2.1, we see that this happens for all m<n — 1. If X

is «-decomposable, the splitting occurs for all m.

Note that Hn~1(X)2 always appears as a direct summand in

H-'^RX).

4. Cones over manifolds. If X is an oriented differentiable «-mani-

fold, then (XXX, RX) = (X2, RX) may be regarded as the Thorn

complex of the tangent space of X. If uQH"(X2, RX) is the Thorn

class, then

0(x) = pf(x) U u = pf(x) W u,       x Q*Hm(X),

defines isomorphisms

<b: Hm(X) -» Hm+"(X2, RX)

for all m>0 (if an ordinary cohomology theory is used, rather than

a reduced one, then cp is an isomorphism for all m). If vQHn(X) is

the appropriate generator and if *: X2^(X2, RX) is the inclusion

map, then

i'»=lXí + tXl|i«G H"(X2),

where w lies in the image of

£{/P>(X) ® H"(X): 0<p<n,p + q = n}

under the Kiinneth isomorphism. The class w = w(X) is uniquely

determined by the topological type of X.

Theorem 4.1. If X is an orientable differentiable n-manifold, then

w(X) 5^0 if and only if

Hm(RX) = Hm(X)2 + Hm+1(RX)

for m = n, n — 1.

Proof. It suffices to show that

a: H"(X)2 -* Hn(RX)

has a left inverse, or, equivalently, that a is monic and im a is a

direct summand. If (x, y) QH"(X)2, let a(x, y) =xX 1 -1 XyQHn(X2).

If j:RX^>X2 is the inclusion map, then a=j*ä. Note that ä is

monic and im 5 is a direct summand in Hn(X2). But ker j* is the

cyclic group generated by i*u=vXl + lXv+w(X). Thus (kerj*)

n(im ci) =0 if and only if w(X) 5¿0.
A similar result may be obtained for cohomology mod 2 when X

is a nonorientable manifold. The cohomology class w(X) has been
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studied for the case of cohomology with coefficients in a field, F. It

vanishes if and only if all cup products,

Hp(X; F) <g> 22"-p(X; F) -> Hn(X; F),

are trivial for p=i, 2, • • • , « —1 [5].
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